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ABSTRACT

In the absence of a light Higgs boson, the new physics effects of the »Irong
electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) must show up at the TeV scale and can
be generally described by a complete set of the chiral Lagrangian parameters.
After analyzing the current bounds on these EWSB parameters, we prescnt a
global classification on probing all of them at the LHC and thc high energy
linear collidcrs (LC). Then, we focus on the precision lest of the quartic gauge
boson interactions at the TeV LC. Special attention is put on how to probe the
new S£/(2)c-violation effects which are still poorly bounded by the current data.
Finally, the interplay of the bi-gauge-boeon and triple-gauge-boson productions
in probing the EWSB dynamics is rcvealed and analyzed.

1. Strong EWSB Dynamics and its Model-Independent Description

Though the elementary Higgs boson (äs the corncrstone of the Standard modcl)
has been sought in vain at LEP/SLD and Tevatron so far, its mass may be too heavy
or merely a cutoff at the TeV scale beyond which the new physics must show up.
The absence of a light Higgs rcsults in a strongly coupled electroweak symmetry
breaking (EWSB) sector, for which the usual perturbation theory breaks down and
the electroweak chiral Lagrangian (EWCL) provides thc most economic and general
description of the new physics efTects. This is one of thc most important applications
of the general idea about effcctive field theories1'2. The EWCL is based upon the low
energy derivative expansion with an effective cutoff A (< 4nf„ ~ 3.lTeV) covering
the main energy-reaches of the LHC (at the parton-level) and the planncd TeV linear
colliders (LC). By noting the fact that a simply scaled-up techni-p from QCD has a
mass around 2TeV, it is suggested that the new physics threshold (the possible new
heavy resonance) for the strong EWSB is very likely to lie around the end of the
main energy ranges of the LHC/LC or just above it. This arises a grcalcr challengc
to the future colliders to decisively probe the EWSB mechanism at the TeV scale,
and makes the non-resonance EWCL approach important and complcmcntary to the
direct resonance-studics (which are oftcn model-dependent) ' .

Up to the next-to-leading order, thc EWCL can be generally formulated äs6'7
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where CG = -\W*l,W*t"' - \d £F denotes the fermionic part. In (1),
U - exp[ir°jr°//T] and TT" is the would-be Goldstone boson (GB) field. /, ~ 246 GeV
and the effective cut-off A(< 4?r/w ~ 3.lTeV). The explicit expressions for nonlinear
bosonic operators in £<.// have been given by Refs. 6- , in which the leading order
operator £<2> = kf%Tr[(D'tU)(DtlU)*] is universal, and the next-to-leading order
(NLO) operators £*2'', £i~n (CP-conserving) and £12^14 (CP-violatmg) are
model-dependent. Here, the dimensionless coefficients /Vs for these NLO operators

are related to the corresponding notations Q„'S in Ref. 6 by definition an = {*£•) tn .

From the theoretical expectation, the ^„'s are naturally around O(l) -2

2. Current Bounds on the EWSB Parameters

According to our recent global analysis, the updated current bounds on the EWSB
Parameters (£„'s) can be summarized äs follows7. Here, A0 = 4?r/T ~ S.lTeV.
(i). Oblique corrections (LEP 1a bounds)

5 = -0.36 ±0.19,
T = -0.03 ±0.26,
U = -0.31 ±0.54;

(ii). Triple gauge couplings (TGC)
• ICT bounds from LEP global fit:

-0.064 < Afff < -0.002
-0.046 < A.KZ < 0.042 ,

0.0 < AK-V < 0.112 ;

-0.34 A 0.30 ±

-0.063 <tt< 2.33

-2.42 (A)2 <ts< 4.37 (A)2

(2)

-12.1

-18.5 (A

-13.3 (A)

Tevatron 2a bounds:

-1.1 < A/cv < 1.3 ,
-1.2 < Ayf < 1.2 ;

-346 (A)2 < ^ 3 < 346 (A

-412 2 < / .< 488 A

< ^ < 32.3

<(a< 0.61

<(g< 18.5

(3)

(iii). Quartic gauge couplings (QGC)
At the current colliders, the QGCs cannot be tested at the tree-level (cf. Table l in See. 3).
So far, only some simple estimates have been made by inserting them into the 1-loop
corrections and keeping the log-terms only.0 Here is an updated estimate at 90% C.L. by
choosing A - 2 TeV.

-4.0 < t4 < 19.8 , - 9.9 < 4 < 50.2 ,
-0.66 < 4 < 3.5 , - 5.1 < t7 < 25.8 , - 0.67 < < 3.4 .

"The ignored constant contributions plus the new loop counter-terms are of the same order of mag-
nitude äs the log-terms. So, sotne uncertainties (like a factor of 2 or so) may naturally exist in these
estimates. Hence, it is crucial to further test them directly at the LHC and LC.
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3. Global Analysis on Probing the EWSB Parameters at the LHC anÜ LC

The coefficients (£„'s) of the 15 NLO operators depend on the details of the un-
derlying dynamics and reflect the new physics. As shown in See. 2, except for tQ 18

(S, T, £/), the current data only bound a few TGCs to O(10) at the l<j-level and give
no direct tree-level bound on QGCs. The simple estimates of the bounds from 1-loop
corrections still allow QGCs to be of 0(10). For a complete test of the EWSB sector
in discriminating different dynamical models, all these TGCs and QGCs (£n's) have to
be measured through various high energy W-fusion and //^-annihilation processes.
(Vfl = \V±jZ°.) What is usually done in the literature is to consider only a small
subset of these operators at a time for simplicity. The important question to ask is: "
How and to what extent can one measure all the NLO coefficients tn at future collid-
ers tofully explore the EWSB sector? " To answer this question, äs the first step, one
should (i), find out, for each given NLO operator, whether it can be measured via
leading and/or sub-leading amplitudes of relevant processes at each collider; (n), de-
termine whether a given NLO operator can be sensitively (or marginally sensitively)
probed through its contributions to the leading (or sub-leading) amplitudes of the rel-
evant scattering process at each given collider; (in), determine whether carrying out
the above study for various high energy colliders can complementarily cover all the 15
NLO operators to probe the strongly interacting EWSB sector. For this purpose, a
systematic global analysis has been performed in Refs.7'8 which reveals the important
overall physical pictures and guide us for further elaborate precise numerical studies
(cf. See. 4-5). In performing such a global analysis we developed a precise electroweak
power counting rule (a la Weinberg) for estimating all high energy scattering ampli-
tudes and formulated the equivalence theorem (ET)9 äs a necessary physical criterion
for sensitively probing the EWSB dynamics. Some important results are summarized
into Fig. l and Table 1. Fig. l shows that, at the 14TeV LHC with / C = lOOftr1

Luminosity and for A = 2TeV, the W+ H^+-fusion is most sensitive to £4i5 (QGCs)
and marginally sensitive to £3,9,11,12; while the qq' —> \V+Z annihilation can best
probe £3,11,12 and marginally test Is(9,i4< As further globally classified in Table l, the
W-fusions and //^-annihilations are complementary in probing the different sets of
these NLO parameters for both the LHC and LCs.

From this global analysis, we speculate that before having a large number of signal
events at the LHC (i.e. with large integrated luminosity), the LHC alone will not be
able to sensitively measure all these operators, the LC is needed to complementarily
cover the rest of the NLO operators. In fact, the different phases of 500 GeV and 1.5
TeV energies at the LC are necessary because they will be sensitive to different NLO
operators in the EWCL. An electron-photon (or a photon-photon) collider is also very
useful for measuring all the NLO operators which discriminate different models of the
EWSB in the strongly interacting scenario.
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Table 1. Probing the EWSB Sector at High Energy Colliders: A Global Classification for
the NLO Bosonic Operators

( Notation«: ^/ = Leading contributions, A = Sub-leading contributions, and X = Low-energy
contributions. Notes: *Here, £13 or £-14 does not contribute at O(1/A2) . *At LHC(14),
W+W+ -* W+W+ should also be included. )
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Fig.2. Unitarity bounds on a„ from V V fusions at Evv= 1 .5TeV.

•C< =

c* =
CG = a6[Tr(VwVM)]Tr(rV^)Tr(rV") ,

C7 = a7[Tr(VMV*i)]Tr(TVty)Tr(TV'/) , ( SU(2)C : x

4. Precision Test of Quartic Gauge Couplings: VV-Fiisions at the LC

There are five NLO operators -C4|5 and jCej.io in (1) which contain the QGCs only
and cannot be directly tested via TGCs at low energies.

(6)

Here, T = Ur^W is the 5C/(2)c-violation operator. According to the ET9, these
QGCs are most sensitive to the underlying Goldstone boson dynamics which governs
the EWSB. In the absence of a light Higgs boson, the V^L ->• VL^L fusions violate
the unitarity at the TeV scale, signaling the necessity of new physics that is responsi-
ble for the strong EWSB. Within the EWCL up to including the NLO operators, the
unitarity sensitively bounds these EWSB parameters through the VLVL -)• VLVL fu-
sions at the TeV scale. The s-wave bounds are most restrictive and are globally shown
in Fig. 2(a)-(b) for SU(2)c conserving and violating parameters, respectively. It is



interesting to note how the different VV-channels unitarily bound difFerent regions
of the parameter space.

WhJle the LHC will give the first direct test on these QGCs, the large backgrounds
limit its aensitivity to the parameter-a„'s and cutting off these backgrounds signifi-
cantly reduces the event rate. It was shown in Ref. 3-4 that even for the resonance-
scenario only about 10 Signal events were predicted for \V±\V± channels at the LHC
with a lOOfb"1 luminosity after imposing necessary cuts in the gold-plated modes
(I.e., pure leptonic decays). The corresponding study at a TeV e~e+ LC opens a
much more exciting possibility4'10-11. Here, we focus on how to make further precision
tests for the more difficult non-resonance scenario at the LC. We have performed
a systematic study by two computational approaches which are complementary to
each other. One is the automatic CompHEP package15 for calculating the füll tree-
level ee -> // W processes. This is useful for Computing the füll Standard model
(SM) backgrounds in finding the complete set of kinematic cuts, The number of
the background-diagrams in each channel is typically of 0(40 — 50) which makes the
CompHEP-calcuIation a time-consuming and tedious task14.6 The outcome is fully
similar to the findings in Ref.10'4 since the kinematic cuts are mainly for cutting off
the SM backgrounds and are insensitive to the fine structures of the strong VV-
fusion signals. This was demonstrated in Ref.3'10 for the resonance-scenario at both
the LHC and LC. The same strategy äs Ref.10 is followed in our present analysis14

for suppressing the backgrounds. Another much more convenient approach is to use
the effective-W method (EWA)12'13. Note that the cross section of the whole fusion
process fi + }i — > /[ + j'i + X at the c.m. energy \/s can be factorized into the
product of two parts: (i), the probabiüty function f//vx.(x) for finding a vector
boson VA, [with helicity Xj (j = 1,2)] inside the incoming fermion fj ; (ii). the hard
vector boson scattering cross section o"(V^t + Vjf — > X\s) at the reduced c.m. energy
s ~ x - s . So, we have

h -> fi + /2 + *M = ** * - . vt M^A" + V , -> X\S)

where Pf f /v* Vk (x) is the luminosity of the W-pair from incoming fermions and weAI \%
have formulated it äs the convolution of the distributions of these two gauge bosons.
By (7), the computation of fusion-type signals are greatly simplified since there are
only about l —5 such diagrams for each channel. To get reliable numerical predictions,
we emphasize that 1t is important to (i) further improve the Vj-luminosities which are
quite inaccurate in the usual leading-log approximation (LLA), and (ii) realistically
add all important kinematic cuts. For (i), we adopted the improved EWA (IEWA)13

which includes the exact kinematics for each initial gauge boson. For (ii), we further
approximately implemented the cuts for Pr(W) which is crucial in suppressing the
SM backgrounds10'14 though it is ignored in all previous EWA-analyses. The füll tree-
level calculation shows that the PT( W)-cut also reduces about one third to half of the
fusion-signals. Therefore, only after including the /Y(W)-cut, the IEWA analysis

6In order to get reliable results, the subtleties in handling the kinematic singularities also need special
care.



can give a more realistic signal-prediction that is comparable to the füll tree-level
calculation. The following set of kinematic cuts is imposed in our lEWA-analysis for
the WW/ZZ final states at the 1.6(0.8)TeV e~e+ and e~e~ LCs:

700(350)GeV < MWw < 1.2(0.6)TeV , 700(350)GeV < Mzz < 1.2(0.6)TeV ,

-0.80(-0.80) < cosO(W) < 0.80(0.80), -0.80(-0.80) < cosO(Z) < 0.80(0.80),

200(100)GeV < PT(W) < 1.6(0.8)TeV , 200(100)GeV < PT(Z) < 1.6(0.8)TeV ,

50(40)GeV < PT(WW) < 1.6(0.8)TeV , 30(30)GeV < PT(ZZ) < 1.6(0.8)TeV .
(8)

The other cuts used in the füll background-study, like M^^Ü > 200(150)GeV, hardly affect
the signal- rate10-14 and thus need not to be included in the lEWA-analysis. The cuts in (8)
are proven very effective and they ensure the IEWA analysis in good agreements with the
füll calculations at the tree-level14. Furthermore, our lEWA-approach has the advantage of
conveniently including the leading loop corrections from the 4VL-amplitudes, typically of
the order of y^y ~ 0.0063 > 0.005 , which is at the same order of the NLO parameters
(on's). It is shown that a l.GTeV LC can reach a precision around ±0.005 or better for
a„'s14. This makes it essentially necessary to include the leading loop corrections to both
the scattering amplitudes and the renormalization running of on's. But, inclusion of the
complete loop-level electroweak corrections is unrealistic for the 2 — > 4 füll calculations so
far.

In the following, we focus on the precision test of the S£/(2)c-vioIating parameters
a6,7,io via KV-fusions which were ignored in all previous studies for simplicity [though they
are still poorly bounded by the current data (see See. 2)]. The appearance of 0^7,10 signals
the new physics beyond the SM. To probe 0:5,7, we need to measure the cross-section ratio
for iy~iy+ ->• Z Z and W~IV+ -> jy~W+ since the former contains o6j while the latter
does not. To test a10 we must study ZZ -> ZZ and we can choose ZZ -*• WW äs the
reference channel since the latter has no aio-dependence. To discriminate the final state
ZZ from that of the WW -* ZZ channel, we shall tag the out-going ee. Define:

~

, ZZ\a67 + alo)
cr(W-W+tW-W+)

where ag7 = 00 + 07 , the values of 04,5 are fixed, and OQ in ̂ 7 is the leading order cross
section for normalization. In Fig. 3(a)-(b), we plot the U& for the l.GTeV and O.STeV LCs
with /£ = 200 & lOOfb"1, and the sensitivity to the Sf7(2)c-violation efTects is shown to
differ by about a factor of O(10) on the two machines. In Fig. 3(c)-(d), the ratios 1Z$7

and KIQ are separately plotted for the l.GTeV LC (by setting 0.4,5 = 0 for simplicity). In
plotting the O10-o6 correlation in Fig. 3(d), we have also fixed o7 to be zero for simplicity.
Here, the realistic cuta in (8) have been imposed and all gauge-boson polarizations are
included. Fig. 3 demonstrates that a sensitive probe of 06,7,10 down to the level of 10~3 can
be reached at the 1.6TeV LC with a conservative annual integrated luminosity (200fb~ l).
The sensitivity is very sensitive to the collider energy and can be enhanced by about an
order of magnitude when it is doubled from SOOGeV to l.GTeV. The use of the polarized
e~/e"*" beams will further increase the sensitivity14.
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Fig.4. Interplay of the V V and VW productions ot SOOGeV LC.

5. Interplay of the W and VW Productions at the LC

As shown in Table l, the triple-gauge-boson productions e~e+ —> ZZZ/W~W+Z can
also probe the QGCs (0/4,556,7,1 o) yia. their leading amplitudes. Though the highest F-power
dependence of these leading amplitudes is lower than that of the VV-fusions by a factor of 2,
the backgrounds for them are greatly reduced: there are only 1(14) background-graphs in the
ZZZ(WWZ) production instead of O(40 —50) in VV-fusions. So, we expect them becoming
important/competitive in relatively lower energy regions. As plotted in Fig. 3(a)-(b), the
sensitivity of VV-fusions to the QGCs decreases by about a factor of 10 when the collider
energy (l.GTeV) reduced by half (down to SOOGeV). The important question to ask is: " At
the SOOGeV phase of a LC, how do we achieve a meaningful ßrst-step direct probe on the
QGCs? " A systematic SM calculation for VVV-productions was performed before16. Here
we perform afurthcr analysis for the new physics: the anomalous QGCs (a4,5;6,7,io)- Tosave
space, wesummarize acomparativestudy for e~c+ —> ZZZ and W~W+ —> ZZ/WW at the
LC(O.STeV) in Fig. 4, where the la-bounds are displayed. It shows that for probing SU(2)c-
conserving parameters 0^5 the ZZZ-production is significantly better than WW —*• ZZ
fusion (including its polarized case: 100%/50%-polarization for e~/c+-beams) and bounds
different ranges of the parameter space, but it is not competitive with WW —> WW in
probing 0:4,5 since it is weaker and bounds in the similar direction. However, for probing
5t/(2)c-violating parameters Oej, the Situation dramatically changes: the 4W-channel (of
no a^T-dependence) is no longer relevant and the Z^Z-production becomes the best and

10



complementary to the WW -> ZZ'-channel by bounding the dtfferent directions of the a&-
0:7 plane in a much stronger way. Since the sensitivity here is much lower than that of
a LC(1.6TeV), we emphasize that it is important to combine both VW-productions and
W-fusions to achieve a first direct sensitive test on these QGCs. Our systematic analysis
is given elsewhere17.

6. Concluding Remark: the "Higgs Puzzle"

All unsuccessful Higgs-searches so far associate our times with a big "Higgs puzzle".
Veltman's screening theorem deepens this "puzzle". Though the direct lower Higgs-mass-
bound is gradually pushed up, the unitarity and triviality forb'id it to go beyond the TeV
scale, at which we are facing an exciting strong EWSB dynamics. Below the new heavy
resonance, we must first probe the EWSB parameters formulated by the EWCL. We perform
systematic global analysis on how the LHC and LCs complementarily explore the complete
set of these parameters by different VV-fusion and //^-annihilation processes. With this
overall physical guideline, we make further precision study on the QGCs with focus on
the new 5(7(2)c-violation effects. The interplay of VV-fusions and KW-productions is
revealed. Combining different phases and different channels at the LCs and adding together
the discovery-power of the LHC, it is possible to achieve a complete test on the strong EWSB
dynamics for solving this deep "Higgs puzzle"—the 20th century's gift.
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